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Introduction
 Idea of Palladium came up in 1998

 "It's a funny thing, [...] We came at this thinking about music, but then
we realized that e-mail and documents were far more interesting
domains."  (Bill Gates)

 Goals: „protect software from software” (John Manferdelli)
to ensure

 Data security
 Personal privacy
 System integrity

 Since 2003 new name:
 “Next-Generation Secure Computing Base for Windows”



WinHEC 2003 (1)

Architecture:



WinHEC 2003 (2)

 Nexus
 the kernel of the isolated software stack
 enable secure interaction with applications, peripheral hardware,

memory and storage

 Nexus Computing Agents
 secure application that runs in a NGSCB environment

 Security Support Component (SSC)
 hardware module that can perform certain cryptographic

operations and securely store cryptographic keys



WinHEC 2003 (3)
4 categories of security features:

 Strong process isolation
 Data can be stored in a secure (encrypted) way

 Sealed storage
 Data can be stored in such a way that only the application from which data is

saved (or a trusted designated application) can open it

 Secure path to and from the user
 Secure channels to and from the input and output devices

 Attestation
  digitally sign authenticated software or check if the data is uncorrupted



WinHEC 2005

3 main parts:

 „Secure Startup“
 Boot-Manager
 Operating System – Loader

 Encryption of the system partition
 Integrated Digital Rights Managemet (DRM)

A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is required



Secure Startup (1)

 Creats hash-values of the
systemconfiguration at the startup

 System partition encrypted with a 128Bit
AES-Key



Secure Startup (2)
 Ensures boot integrity

 Resilient to attack. It protects the system from offline software-based attacks.

 Locks the system when tampered
 If any monitored files are tampered, the system will not boot. This alerts the user

to the tampering.

 Protects data while the system is offline
 Encrypts user data and system files. All data on the Windows volume is

encrypted. This includes the user data, system files, hibernation file, page file,
and temporary files.

 Eases equipment recycling
 Simplifying the recycling process. Data on the encrypted volume can be

rendered useless by deleting the TPM key store. Speeding data deletion. Erasing
data takes seconds instead of hours.



What‘s left in Windows Vista

most of the ideas of Palladium/NGSCP have been
discarded

Except:

 HD-TV/Video/Audio DRM



Conclusion

 Pros:
 Better security in networks

 No backdoors
 Every transmission is encrypted
 Data is stored in a secured way

 Cons:
 backdoors
 protection of privacy
 Who decides which software is secure?
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Questions for the examen

 1: Which 4 categories of security features
of Palladium were presented at the
WinHEC 2003?

 2: Which features of Palladium are
implemented in Windows Vista?



4 categories of security features:
Thank you for your attention!

Questions?


